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ture blends in with material the birds

have placed there should be less

hesitation accepting it

The pair reacted to the interven

tion and delayed nest building for

part
of the day until night fall but

resumed next morning and complet

ed rather untidy nest within day
On April 26 three eggs were noticed

and the birds began incubation

The following day the nest had

tilted spilling the eggs to the

ground The writer had not wrapped

the wire ends well enough around

the thin branches of the hemlock

nor had the birds tied the nest in

place with additional strands of raf

fia which had been observed in

other cases It appeared that the

female was very anxious to lay her

eggs which stopped nest building

To correct the failure the writer

wrapped piece of hexagon inch

chicken wire around the bottom of

the nest basket to retain the nesting

material better The nest was tidied up

and anchored back in the same loca

tion This time more diligently The

birds were let out of the enclosure

during this procedure to explore the

service area to distract them

Success

The pair was apprehensive this

time to return to the nest and

delayed nest building for three days

They then reworked the nest for two

days and placed good lining of

fine grasses inside and immediately

laid clutch of four eggs by the

fourth of May
Both parents incubated the

eggs and rarely were off the nest at

the same time They seemed to share

incubation duties evenly between

them Three eggs hatched on May 13

after to 10 days of inwbation sinLe

incubation started before the clutch

was completed One egg was infer

tile and ignored by the parents The

chicks opened their eyes on day to

10 and fledged on day 12 All left the

same day within approximately

two hour period The chicks

remained huddled together for the

first three days before they began to

move around
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